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society kept together? and What do we hold as the basic fabric of society? Each essay in
this volume portrays one aspect of the yellow fever epidemic, yet there are many essays.
Is there one primary factor that drives all others? The reader is left to draw his or her own
conclusions, and in this way, A Melancholy Scene ofDevastation becomes more thanjust
an informative read about yellow fever in Philadelphia, but an interactive one, too.
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History extends behind the present as an indefinite, almost unlimited, time line,
with anthropologists and archeologists digging into the Earth looking for clues. Yet, these
dig sites need not be the exotic sands of the Egyptian desert or the jungles of the Aztec.
They can be here in the United States underneath highways or lost in forgotten fields.
What are they? Cemeteries.
In a series of essays, Bodies ofEvidence presents the scientific, logistical and legal
issues underlying the study ofcemetery remains in the United States. From the black slave
cemetery in the South to a long forgotten public cemetery on highway land, Grauer high-
lights each ofthese issues through this set ofessays. The first part ofthis book deals with
"Issues and Consideration" in undertaking a such a study. The other two sections are
"Assessment of Demographic Patterns" and "Reconstructing Patterns in Health and
Disease."
The essays have been written by recognized authorities in forensic anthropology, and
as a group, their writings are clear and smooth. Graphs and tables are nicely laid out for
easy use and comprehension. All the authors give brief explanations of their methodolo-
gies, which is very helpful to the non-specialist. However, at the same time, it would have
been useful to begin each main part with a short preface highlighting the major issues or
points. Although Grauer does provide an overall outline for the book in the preface, some
small pointers would make reading the full collection ofessays more meaningful.
Each essay describes a different cemetery site and a different purpose of analysis,
which makes them enjoyable to read. One learns how the health of a population in the
1800s can be assessed from skeletal remains and then compared to the death records of
the town. From such data, a picture can be drawn about the environment, and sometimes
the social structure, of the society. In addition, the book also discusses various technical
methods from tissue preservation to discovering old cemeteries without any digging.
Although Bodies ofEvidence was written explicitly for professionals and students in
archeology and anthropology, it is written so that interested non-specialists can become
acquainted with the field. For some, the text may seem too technical at times, but the
excitement of the "dig" makes it worth it.
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